
MeUndies was founded in 2011 by Jonathan Shokrian, with the goal 
in mind of making shopping for underwear a better experience and 
creating ‘the world’s most comfortable undies.’ Shokrian launched 
MeUndies in sunny Los Angeles, California. Today, hundreds of 
workers are working hard to ensures MeUndies is providing the 
finest, softest materials and taking exceptional care of their 
customers. At MeUndies’s headquarters, they have assembled an 
incredible experienced team who work together to provide stylish 
undies that make me people feel good.  



Campaign



Campaign concept

The purpose of the campaign is to highlight the importance aspects of the brand’s products. MeUndies 
provides stylish, comfortable, and durable undergarments to fun hip millennials of any gender, race or 
couples. The main goal is to get undergarments to be a fashion statement and have people talking 
about the brand. MeUndies is a unique undergarment company that provides patterns that can be 
matched with a significant other. The brand’s message is “matching with comfort and style.” This brand 
message will shown across a print ad, OOH, three Instagram posts and an interactive pop-up shop to 
show the different qualities of the brand. The colors and patterns of the undergarments are repeated in 
every channel to make it a unified experience for the customer. All of the content used in the campaign 
is user generated, to make it feel more authentic and creating a sense of community within the 
MeUndies customers. It will also provide the feeling that the brand is not forcing customers to buy their 
products. The brand will utilize social media as the key channel, for the brand to interact with their 
customers. Social media is a place to be visual by sharing images and videos, forging an emotional 
connection and creating content that is shareworthy to spread the brand further. The branded 
experience will be a great way to spread the brand’s message of comfort and style by having the 
customers post their experience on social media tagging or hash tagging the brand.   





Print

The print spread is able to express both the brand’s vibrant 
colored undies and make a statement as it is incorporated 
into the background. The undies are being worn by actual 

happy customers who have average body types. By 
adding the curvy lines forming around the couple, it shows 

the brand does not excluded anyone and is promoting 
body positivity. A customer is more likely to purchase 

MeUndies when they see actual customers wearing the 
product and feels more authentic. 

Your Unmentionables 
Are Now Worth Mentioning  

Matching with comfort and style





OOH

The OOH ads takes the campaign to a large audience by 
placing it on a public bus stop. This OOH ad is focusing on 
the brand’s LGBTQ pattern and celebrating all their couples 
of any gender and race. The goal of this OOH bus stop is 

to be animated and transition to say ‘me’, ‘we’, ‘you’ undies 
to highlight that the brand does not exclude anyone. 

Matching with comfort and style









Social Media

The brand focuses on Instagram, as a great platform in 
spreading their campaign faster to a larger audience. Instagram 

being photo based, is a great platform to show images of the 
product and promote a release of a new pattern. In the two 

Instagram posts, it shows a countdown to the release of their 
pizza pattern and then the reveal of what it actually looks like on 

the underwear. The Instagram story is a fun promoting item as 
well to help with the countdown of the pattern by showing a 

popular GIF of Jennifer Lawrence asking for pizza.   







Branded Experience Map
An interactive pop-up shop to be able to engage with the 
product and learn about the qualities of the brand. This 
pop-up shop will be the first for the brand and be located in 
downtown Manhattan’s shopping district. The exterior will be 
fun by prompting the release of the new month’s pattern.   

People enter an interactive space including three rooms, to 
be able to learn about the unique qualities of the brand’s 
products. The first room features the pattern of the month 
on the walls with infinity mirrors to highlight the quality of the 
brand being stylish and body positivity.   

People are guided to the next room to experience the 
brand’s softness by playing with puppies wearing ‘puppy 
made undies.’ The final room features a bright colorful room 
filled with giant pillows to show the importance of comfort.   

People transition from the interactive element rooms to the 
wrap up room, featuring the brand’s first ever store including 
many of their popular products and prints. With any 
purchase, a customer receives a designed reusable tote 
and sticker.   

Many of the installations and interactive elements in the 
pop-up shop are ‘insta’ worthy and viewers are encouraged 
to tag or hashtag the brand name, if they post anything on 
social media. The reusable tote and sticker will be seen by 
others and spread the brand’s name further beyond the 
pop-up shop.   



Branded Experience: Entice

The pattern of the month is displayed along the window as 
well as the company’s logo and tagline, to promote the 

brand’s pop-up shop. People will be able to walk by and 
view this fun pattern and be eager to participate in the 

brand’s interactive pop-up shop experience.  



Branded Experience: Enter

People will enter an interactive space of three rooms leading 
to the final room of the brand’s merchandise. The first room 

includes infinity mirrors to highlight the brand’s focus on 
body positivity. The second room shows how soft the 

product is, by placing it on soft adorable puppies. The final 
room shows how comfortable the product is by having 

people interact with a room filled with pillows.   

ENTRANCE 

EXIT



Branded Experience: Engage

The pillows are made from the same material as the 
undergarments and will show many of the brand’s 

patterns of the month. The puppy’s underwear will also 
show different patterns and have the brand’s logo 

printed on top, for more recognition with the brand. 



Branded Experience: Exit

As people purchase an item, they will receive a 
complementary reusable tote bag along with three stickers. 

The tote and stickers are designs from the release of the 
new pattern of the month. One sticker includes the brand’s 

logo to be able to have the brand be recognized outside the 
pop-up shop and expand the campaign.  




